PRODUCT SAFETY RECALL

Telwater Pty Ltd - Quintrex / Stacer / Savage
Navigation Light Mounting Plate
Sold at boat retailers nationally

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Navigation light mounting plate situated within the bow rail and fitted to some Quintrex and Stacer boat models manufactured between 17 August 2005 and 6 February 2012, and some Savage boat models manufactured between 18 November 2008 and 6 February 2012. Refer to photo for style.

Not all boat models were affected.

A list of potentially affected boat HIN's is attached to the recall notice at www.recalls.gov.au and the Telwater website http://telwater.com for your reference.

DEFECT:
In some circumstances it may be possible for a person’s finger to be caught between the edge of the navigation light mounting plate and the bow rail tube.

HAZARD:
If the defect occurs, the edge of the navigation light mounting plate may cause cuts or serious injury to the trapped finger.

WHAT TO DO:
Consumers should immediately stop using the boat and check the style of navigation light mounting plate against the example picture.

For further information customers should contact their nearest Quintrex, Stacer or Savage dealer (depending on boat brand) to arrange for inspection and rectification if necessary.

For further information
Please direct all calls and any queries concerning this recall to:
• your nearest dealer; or
• email: recall@telwater.com.au

See www.recalls.gov.au for Australian product recall information